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Abstract

Growing system sizes together with increasing perfor-

mance variability are making globally synchronous oper-

ation hard to realize. Mesochronous clocking constitutes

a possible solution to the problems faced. The most fun-

damental of problems faced when communicating between

mesochronously clocked regions concerns the possibility

of data corruption caused by metastability. This paper

presents an integrated communication and mesochronous

clocking strategy, which avoids timing related errors while

maintaining a globally synchronous system perspective.

The architecture is scalable as timing integrity is based

purely on local observations. It is demonstrated with a

90 nm CMOS standard cell network-on-chip design which

implements completely timing-safe, global communication

in a modular system.

1. Introduction

Physical issues of deep submicron technologies as well

as design complexity issues push for a modularized design

approach. There is a general consensus that the challenges

of developing future billion transistor system-on-chip (SoC)

designs can be addressed by plugging together individu-

ally verified blocks (IP cores), using shared, segmented

chip-area interconnection networks [5][4][10][8], so called

Networks-on-Chips (NoCs). NoCs facilitate a truly modu-

lar and scalable design approach for SoC.

Meanwhile, due to high clock speeds and increasing per-

formance variability of new technologies, strict global syn-

chrony is becoming prohibitively difficult to implement in

large chips [1]. Increasingly complex clock distribution

techniques used to minimize clock skew, e.g. involving dis-

tributed active skew control [22][11], are taking an increas-

ing portion of the total power consumption. Ultimately, fail-

ure to live up to the challenges of implementing a clocking

signal properly, may render an entire chip dysfunctional,

e.g. due to hold time violations.

In this paper we describe an integrated communication

and clock distribution scheme which enables modular and

scalable SoC designs, while maintaining a globally syn-

chronous system perspective. The method handles timing

issues by distributing the clock along the branches of a

NoC with a tree topology and ensuring data timing integrity

along the branches of the tree. Since timing integrity is se-

cured locally, the architecture is scalable. The NoC features

a novel micro-level flow control scheme with integrated

fine-grained clock gating. The architecture expresses grace-

ful performance degradation, meaning that its timing can be

made robust under any amount of performance variability,

by lowering the clock frequency. In Section 2 we provide

some background on prior solutions to securing global tim-

ing in modularized SoCs. In Section 3 we describe the ba-

sics of the presented NoC architecture. In Section 4 we ex-

plain the timing of the architecture and Section 5 describes

the flow control scheme. In Section 6 we demonstrate the

architecture with a 90 nm standard cell design. Section 7

proposes future work, and Section 8 provides a conclusion.

2. Background

Despite the problems of distributing a global clocking

signal, many published NoCs assume a completely syn-

chronous timing view [9][14][18]. Among drawbacks of

globally synchronous operation are a large peak current at

the clock edge, leading to ground bounce and voltage drops,

which in turn induce jitter in both clock and data. Also, in-

creasing performance variability, due to process variations,

make it ever more difficult to match the delay in different

branches of a global clock tree. To reduce the delay vari-

ations, large power hungry buffers are used. Most impor-

tantly, globally synchronous systems are not scalable, as the

challenges faced only become worse as the system grows,

and as fabrication technologies scale down.
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Figure 1. Tree-based IC-NoC architecture.

Partitioning chip functionality into IP cores allows a

timing-wise partitioning as well. By the concept of glob-

ally asynchronous locally synchronous (GALS) systems, a

SoC is implemented as synchronous islands which commu-

nicate asynchronously [16]. A subclass of NoCs are im-

plemented entirely using asynchronous (clockless) circuit

techniques [2][6][3][19], synchronizing with individual IP

core clocks at the network boundary. A drawback of this

approach is limitations in the availability of design tools for

asynchronous circuits. Also, the lack of global clock-level

synchronization complicates the implementation of guaran-

teed communication services [7].

Alternatively, mesochronously clocked systems employ

a single clock across the entire system, but at arbitrary

phases. Like GALS, mesochronous systems leverage exist-

ing synchronous design tools and know-how, while avoid-

ing drawbacks of strict global synchrony. Power dissipation

in the clock distribution network is significantly reduced,

since power hungry clock buffers, used to reduce global

clock skew, are avoided. Also, mesochronous systems are

scalable: since the phase difference between clock-phase

regions is arbitrary, the systems can have any size.

In the most general form of mesochronous clocking,

nothing can be said concerning the phase alignment be-

tween clocks in different parts of the system. Thus metasta-

bility may occur when passing data between clock phase

domains. In [15] metastability detectors are implemented,

and a controlled delay is introduced to the data path until no

transmission errors are detected. In [20], instead the delay

of the clock signal is adjusted, to the same effect. Simi-

larly [13] presents a scheme for detecting whether the sam-

pling clock edge falls within the switching zone of the in-

coming data signal. If it does, the data is sampled on the

negative clock edge instead. Common for these schemes

however is that complex phase detection is needed, making

the circuit overhead non-negligible. Another drawback is

the need for an initialization phase.

In [17] the aim is to contain the clock skew in

a mesochronous system. A directed clock distribution

method is presented, in which the clock is distributed along

the edges of a mesh-type NoC. It is shown how data may

ride on the clock wave up and down the edges along which

the clock is distributed. However the implications of trans-

mitting data on edges orthogonally to the clock distribu-

tion is not fully covered. It appears that in order to al-

low such communication, delay balancing along the clock

edges, similar to that needed when implementing a global

clock tree, is needed. Also, as the delay must be balanced

in terms of fractions of the clock period, the communication

is functional in a very slim clock frequency range.

3. The IC-NoC Architecture

The IC-NoC architecture (Integrated Clocking Network-

on-Chip) presented herein integrates global communication

and clock distribution, implementing scalable, timing-safe,

synchronous, on-chip communication. Figure 1 shows a ba-

sic, homogeneous instance of the architecture. By distribut-

ing the clock along the branches of the tree, the clock skew

between the nodes of the network is predictable and further-

more correlated with the delay of the data. Due to the tree

topology required by the clock distribution, no converging

paths are allowed in the network.

Only few NoCs employ tree-based architectures, design-

ers arguing that routing in a tree is less flexible than in a

mesh. Rightfully so, situations may occur in which data

needs to be routed to the very root of the tree, in order

to get to a destination quite close geographically to the

source. With proper application mapping however, cores

which communicate a lot will be clustered and locality can

be exploited to a much larger degree than in a mesh. For

example, communication between two neighboring cores in

a binary tree only has to pass a single 3x3 routers, hence de-

creasing both latency and power compared to a mesh. Also,

though routing data in a tree may require transgressing a

longer physical wire length, the worst-case number of hops

is smaller than in a mesh (2logN− 1 vs. 2
√
N). In [12] it

was shown that even with no link power reduction methods

(e.g. low swing or encoding to reduce power dissipation in

the wires), a tree is a power-wise better choice than a mesh

for a 0.18 µm CMOS technology. This holds for several

generations of future technologies. Finally, in a tree there

are fewer routers than in a mesh, thus the area and the leak-

age current of the NoC is minimized.

A major advantage of the IC-NoC architecture is the fact

that the system is completely scalable, as timing integrity

is ensured locally, on a node-to-node basis. Additionally,

once the node-to-node timing is shown to hold, the system

can be conceived as globally synchronous, from a system-

level perspective. Hence, a system designer does not need

to take into account its mesochronous nature.
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Figure 2. Downstream communication.

4. Link Timing

Data is communicated either in the same or opposite di-

rection of the clock signal. We denote this downstream and

upstream communication, respectively. Network nodes are

clocked at alternating clock edges. Setup and hold time re-

quirements are calculated in the following, and it is shown

how these are dependent on the clock period. By slow-

ing down the clock, both setup and hold times can be con-

trolled. Hence performance is gracefully declining, as tim-

ing is guaranteed to hold at some clock frequency, no mat-

ter what the process variation is. The system is, so to say,

correct by construction. As shown in Section 5 the back

pressure flow control scheme of the IC-NoC benefits addi-

tionally from utilizing both phases of the clock.

In the following tsetup, thold , and tclk→Q denote the setup

time, hold time and clock-to-data output propagation delay

for the registers. For simplicity, the contamination delay is

disregarded. Typical values for a 90 nm standard cell flip

flop are tsetup = 60 ps, thold = 20 ps, and tclk→Q = 60 ps.
Thal f is half the clock period. We assume a 50% duty cycle.

For downstream transmissions the data experiences pos-

itive clock skew. Figure 2 illustrates this scenario. For the

setup time of register B not to be violated, the following

inequality must hold:

tclk→Q+ tdata,delay+ tsetup < Thal f + tclk,delay

tdata,delay− tclk,delay < Thal f − tclk→Q− tsetup

∆di f f < Thal f − tclk→Q− tsetup(1)

where ∆di f f is the delay difference between data and clock.

Additionally, for the hold time to be respected:

tclk→Q+ tdata,delay+Thal f > thold+ tclk,delay

tdata,delay− tclk,delay > thold−Thal f − tclk→Q

∆di f f > thold−Thal f − tclk→Q (2)

Figure 3. Upstream communication.

The two equations (1) and (2) bound the tolerable differ-

ence in delay between data and clock:

thold−Thal f − tclk→Q < ∆di f f < Thal f − tclk→Q− tsetup (3)

At a clock frequency of 1 GHz, using the typical values

for a 90 nm standard cell flip flop, (3) evaluates to

−540 ps< ∆di f f < 380 ps (4)

For upstream transmissions the data experiences nega-

tive clock skew. Figure 3 illustrates the clock thus being

distributed in the opposite direction of the data. For the

setup time of register B not to be violated, the following

inequality must hold:

tclk→Q+ tdata,delay+ tsetup < Thal f − tclk,delay

tdata,delay+ tclk,delay < Thal f − tclk→Q− tsetup

∆sum < Thal f − tclk→Q− tsetup(5)

where ∆sum is the sum of the data and clock delays. Addi-

tionally, for the hold time to be respected:

tclk→Q+ tdata,delay+Thal f > thold− tclk,delay

tdata,delay+ tclk,delay > thold−Thal f − tclk→Q

∆sum > thold−Thal f − tclk→Q (6)

Using typical values for a 90 nm standard cell flip flop,

the right hand side of (6) is always negative, and the up-

stream timing requirement limits to the setup time require-

ment (5). At 1 GHz, this evaluates to

∆sum < 380 ps (7)

For a given 90 nm standard cell technology, a wire has a

capacitance of 0.2 pF/mm and a resistance of 0.4 KΩ/mm.
Dividing ∆sum equally between clock and data delay such
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Figure 4. Handshaked pipelining using the
two phases of the clock. Arrows show when

data is captured by the consumer.

that each must maximally be 190 ps, this corresponds ap-

proximately to a 1.5-2 mm wire. This is further detailed in

Section 6.

The flow control scheme presented in Section 5 requires

transmissions both up- and downstream (handshaking sig-

nals), irrespective of the direction of the data flow. The

downstream timing requirements are quite easy to satisfy,

as these are dependent on the difference in clock and data

delay, delays which can be matched. It is seen that the up-

stream timing represents the performance limiting factor. It

is important to note that the skew tolerance can be made

arbitrarily large by lowering the clock frequency.

5. Flow Control

In order to illustrate the generalized system timing con-

cepts explained in Section 4, we have implemented an on-

chip packet-routing network, the IC-NoC. The back pres-

sure flow control scheme employed in the IC-NoC leverages

important challenges of state-of-the-art SoC design, by fa-

cilitating fine-grained clock gating, micro-level flow control

and skew tolerant links. This is required in order to enable a

scalable architecture. Traditionally, in order to realize back

pressure flow control, extra stall buffers are needed to ab-

sorb incoming data, when the forward path is congested.

Alternatively, the pipeline should be clocked at double the

speed of the data – at double clock frequency or using dual-

edge triggered registers – reserving one cycle for data trans-

fer, one for congestion control.

The protocol presented herein enables flow control, with-

out the need for stall buffers, yet still clocking each pipeline

stage only at the speed of the data. This is accomplished as

shown in Figure 4, by clocking pipeline stages at alternat-

ing clock edges. Hence both edges of the clock are utilized,

without needing dual-edge triggered registers.

We adapt concepts from asynchronous circuit design.

Local back pressure flow control is inherent in asyn-

chronous circuits, as the movement of data is governed by

local handshaking mechanisms [21]. In order to realize

such handshaking between a data producer and consumer,

a minimum of two handshake phases are required; a request

phase during which data is forwarded from the producer,

and an acknowledge phase during which the consumer sub-

sequently accepts the data. This is known in its general form

as 2-phase handshaking. Adapting this for the synchronous

domain, we utilize the two phases of the clock.

A valid signal is routed alongside the data, indicating its

validity. In the reverse direction, an accept signal is used

to indicate that the receiving stage has accepted the data,

storing it in its register. Note that whereas control signals in

asynchronous circuits are edge sensitive, our implementa-

tion is level sensitive, normal for synchronous circuits, us-

ing the clock edge as trigger event. Since the stages are

clocked at alternating clock edges, it is possible to send

the data, and receive acknowledgment from the next stage,

within the same clock cycle. This allows transmitting of

data at full clock speed along the pipeline, stop in an in-

stance if congestion is detected, and resume transmission

without delay once the congestion is resolved.

The control signals are used to derive an enable signal

for the pipeline registers. If the forward path is congested,

the registers will not be enabled. Similarly, if no data valid

signal is sensed at the input, the registers will also not be

enabled. Thus fine-grained clock gating is an inherent char-

acteristic of the flow control method. This is particularly

important in network-on-chip architectures, as traffic is ex-

pected to be of a bursty nature. This means that the network

will lay idle for long periods, and power consumption dur-

ing idleness is of a major concern.

As mentioned in Section 4, a handshake requires signal-

ing both up- and downstream. Hence the performance is

limited by (5), irrespective of the direction of the data flow.

6. Results

As a demonstration of the IC-NoC architecture we

have implemented a 64 port packet-switched NoC for a

10 mm×10 mm chip. The demonstrator system constitutes
a homogeneous multiprocessor system as illustrated in Fig-

ure 5. It consists of 32 processing tiles, each with a micro-

processor and a local memory. The prioritization within the

routers is balanced such that a processor always has prior-

ity to accessing its local memory. The network has a 32-
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Figure 5. Demonstrator system.

bit wide data path. A commercially available 90 nm stan-

dard cell technology is used. Results are obtained by back-

annotated simulations, using nominal timing parameters at

1 V supply.

Figure 6 shows the basics of two routers and a bidirec-

tional link between them. Links are implemented as two

independent, unidirectional handshake channels: upstream

and downstream. The figure illustrates how the clock is in-

verted and forwarded on the link, implementing the 2-phase

flow control and timing scheme described in Sections 4

and 5.

The baseline performance of the flow control scheme

is measured by simulating a simple pipeline with pipeline

stages placed head-to-head (clock and data wire delay both

zero). The flow control logic and registers alone take

220 ps. Adjacent pipeline stages are clocked at opposite

clock edges, and with control signal buffering the pipeline

operates at up to 1.8 Ghz. Figure 7 illustrates the operating

speed of a pipeline, with back-annotated timing from lay-

out, as a function of the wire length between the stages (the

length of pipeline segments). The area of a 32-bit pipeline

stage is 0.0015 mm2.

The routers are pipelined for optimal speed. This deter-

mines the forward latency of packets through the network:

2 1
2
cycles per 5×5 router and 1 1

2
cycle per 3×3 router. The

5× 5 routers operate at 1.2 GHz, while 3× 3 routers oper-
ate at 1.4 GHz. Matching the router and pipeline speeds, it

is seen that the optimal pipeline segment length is 0.9 mm

when using 5× 5 routers and 0.6 mm when using 3× 3
routers. The area of a 5× 5 router is 0.022 mm2 while the
area of a 3×3 router is 0.010 mm2.
The tradeoff between using 5×5 routers in a quad tree or

3×3 routers in a binary tree concerns the latency, area and
throughput of the network. The quad tree has lower latency,

as the latency of a 5×5 router is less than the latency of two
3× 3 routers. Also it has lower area, as the area of a 5× 5
router is less than that of three 3×3 routers. Finally a quad

Figure 6. The clock is forwarded along the

link between the routers.

tree has a higher aggregate throughput, as it is possible to

route from all inputs to all outputs of a 5× 5 router in par-
allel. This is not possible in a subtree of three 3×3 routers.
However, the binary tree has better local performance, as

the latency between adjacent leaf nodes is shorter; only 1 1
2

cycles vs. 2 1
2
cycles in a quad tree. Also, the routers are

more evenly spread out in a binary tree, so that links near

the root are shorter and hence need less pipelining.

The difference however is marginal, and in a relatively

small application like the one used herein as a demonstra-

tion of the IC-NoC architecture, we use only 3×3 routers in
a binary tree topology. We target link segments of 1.25 mm

near the root of the tree, and hence get a 1 GHz oper-

ating speed. The network was synthesized and wire de-

lays, derived from pipeline layouts, were added according

to the link lengths. It was shown to operate to full satis-

faction with back-annotated timing. With a tree topology

the area scales linearly with the number of network ports:

Areatotal = (N−1)∗Arearouter+Areapipelines. The total area
of the NoC is 0.73 mm2, only 0.73% of the chip area.
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7 Future Work

The IC-NoC architecture as introduced herein, opens up

to a number of potential advantages. We are currently look-

ing at several extensions to the basic architecture. First of

all, the 2-phase flow control scheme can be modified to al-

low the use of latches instead of edge triggered registers.

This will reduce the area as well as the power consump-

tion. Secondly, we plan to introduce non-tree topologies by

breaking rings using traditional mesochronous communica-

tion methods. This allows for much more flexibility while

still leveraging the advantages of the presented architecture

along the underlying tree. Finally, by the use of weighted

skew variation on links, it is possible to distribute power

surge temporally, by making sure that the leaves of the tree

are not clocked within close temporal proximity.

8. Conclusion

We have presented an integrated clocking and commu-

nication architecture, the IC-NoC, which overcomes the

challenges of implementing globally synchronous on-chip

clocks. The architecture is scalable yet facilitates a glob-

ally synchronous system perspective in modular System-

on-Chip designs. Scalability is achieved by distributing the

clock signal along the branches of a segmented communi-

cation infra-structure with a tree topology. Data timing in-

tegrity is secured locally on a node-to-node basis, along the

branches of the tree. The architecture features a novel flow

control scheme which utilizes the two phases of the clock to

providemicro-level handshaking. Furthermore fine-grained

clock gating and skew tolerance is inherently enabled.

The architecture is demonstrated with a 90 nm IC-

NoC design. The demonstrator system, implemented us-

ing commercially available standard cells, shows that oper-

ation (nominal timing parameters, 1 V supply) is possible at

1 GHz and beyond. This illustrates how the drawbacks of

strict global synchrony can be overcome without losing the

benefits.
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